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Shipping Container Homes - 2nd Edition  Grab this GREAT physical book now at a limited time

discounted price!  Are you ready to join the shipping container home revolution?  NEW UPDATED &

IMPROVED 2nd EDITION  Shipping container homes are a newly popular method of sustainable

housing. Essentially it involves taking a new (or used) shipping container, and turning it into a home,

office, or other type of liveable space! There are a huge range of designs that can be created, and

multiple shipping containers can be joined together to create a truly unique structure.  These

shipping container homes are not only a lot cheaper than regular housing, they also are more

environmentally friendly and sustainable!  Inside this book, you will learn all that you need to know

to get started with building your very own shipping container home. You will learn about how to

source containers, treat and prepare them for building, who to hire to help you along the way, and

be given some great design ideas! There are also some sample building plans included to help you

decide on exactly what you'd like your shipping container home to look like.  Here Is What You'll

Learn About... What Are Shipping Container HomesPros & Cons Of Shipping Container HomesHow

Much Will It Cost?Who You Need To Hire For The Design & BuildWhat Permits You Will

NeedInstructions On How To Create Your StructureShipping Container Home PlansMuch, Much

More!  Order your copy of this fantastic book today!
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Indeed, there is a revolution for shipping container homes now and the options are getting bigger

and bigger too. This book was able to show all the perks that one can have when he decides to take



the Shipping Container Homes challenge. Aside from this, it has also show the pros and cons,

which is very helpful so that people will know the disadvantages too. And what is even better is that

this book has home plans that one might consider too. This book is surely informative.

There are numerous alternatives that can make the entire procedure appear to be very

overwhelming. However, don't let that get in your direction. This book brings up that it is truly a

matter of separating the procedure into straightforward steps. You don't have to know anything at all

when understanding this book.

This is such an impressive book! It's pretty amazing to come across a comprehensive guide about

shipping container homes.This book is packed with advise, such as it is inexpensive, versatile, easy

to build, durable, with abundant supply and most of all its environmental friendly. It involves

everything that you need most from the start, on making designs all the way through getting final

permits and certificate of occupancy. Great idea with the most thorough and detailed guide you'll

find. This book is very helpful and informative, I highly recommend it!

This book explains what shipping container homes are, the benefits, and most importantly how to

build your very own! Finally a book written by someone who actually live in a shipping container

home!! This book was fine. It was very brief and gave me a bit to think about but there were a lot of

areas which required more depth. There are great checklists here for what you need and who to

contact but I wouldn't make this book your only resource.

I have a friend who lives on some land in a tent right now, so I bought this book to get some

information for some ideas for him. Wow did this book have some good ones. This is a step by step

guide on how to buy and complete your very own home. It not only gives you the plans on how to

but also gives you the things to watch out for as well. I will solidly recommend this to my friend as

well as to anyone who might want to consider this as an alternative to the norm. If nothing else, it

was a how-to as to finding responsible contractors for other building projects. Really good reading

material.

Shipping Container Homes have been making waves nowadays because there are many people

going to this direction already. That is also why books about them are also invading the internet. But

what makes this book quite a read is because it has been complete with all the necessary things



that one needs to know before he embarks on living on these houses. Information like the price, the

permits, the pros and cons, and a lot more are given, therefore equipping anyone with the

essentials.

Impressive read and impressive idea. I never heard of shipping container homes. After reading this

book i was so amazed by what creativity can do to us. Shipping Container Homes are very cheap to

build. A lot of them are so pretty as well. its also earthquake and hurricane proof. This is truly a book

that saves people hundred thousands. Five stars!

Shipping container homes are a newly popular method of sustainable housing. Essentially it

involves taking a new (or used) shipping container, and turning it into a home, office, or other type of

liveable space! Inside this book, you will take in all that you have to know not began with building

your own special transportation compartment home.You will find out about how to source

compartments, treat and set them up for building, who to contract to help you along the way, and be

given some incredible configuration thoughts!There are additionally some specimen building

arranges included to help you settle on precisely what you'd like your transportation compartment

home to resemble.
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